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Obd2- elm327 car diagnostics

Presentation of professional OBD2 Bluetooth ELM327 Diagnostic reader / Scanner... You deserve to safely diagnose vehicle malfunctions and perform advanced diagnostics with this Automotive-approved Bluetooth scanner ELM327 (that will capture more information, then competitor OBD2 Bluetooth scanning tools) – using any OBD2 software or Android
app you already own! (Works on any version of Windows, MacOS - and any OBD app on Android. For Apple devices, use wifi version.) NOTE: This ELM327 OBD2 Bluetooth scanner uses the latest 2.1 Elm Electronics firmware. However, it does not use elm electronics chip because it is expensive to license. That's why we use our own premium chip with
100% the same elm Electronics chip functionality, speed and compatibility. Also, it is not low quality construction or clone, as sold 99.9% of cases on eBay. SCAM note that 99.9% of shoppers don't know: Did you know that 99% of these cheap ELM327s on eBay (usually $15) actually support half the data compared to high quality colleagues. For example,
cheap eBay/Alibaba/Aliexpress clones will NOT display or mistakenly display data for: EVAP, O2 and HO2, B1S1 Lambda parameters. While Total Car Diagnostics ELM327 Bluetooth fully displays their data with absolute accuracy. That's the difference between being safe on the road or not. Over 4 boards from different sellers on eBay/Amazon. More
closely, we found missing important components (so they cost low), which reduces vehicle functionality, compatibility and refresh rate. Unfortunately, unsuspecting buyers will never know the true and complete capability of their scanner. You decide: Cheap clone OR real thing. Hello, First a quick story how and why we invented total Car Diagnostics OBD27 -
this is now used by large automotive companies and professional mechanics who need maximum connection reliability, reliable data and extensive compatibility of cars ... We started using cheap EML327 clones in 2011 to diagnose the needs of our store. But the unfortunate pattern quickly emerged... They are manufactured by various non-standardized
companies using different chip manufacturing processes. Which means it's not the same BLUETOOTH scanner ELM327 OBD27 OBD27. For example, some had faster refresh rates (despite the same boda of 57,600 bpd) - but the cost of missing PWM J1850 OBDII protocol - meaning it excludes maintenance of over 40% of the world's BDS2 cars. Simple
cutting support for many Models Ford, BMW, GM and others. This is just one example. So this unstandardized situation consistently creates unreliable data that you simply couldn't trust. And he can't afford that with a car that needs repairs to ensure driver safety. Total Collie Diagnostics decided to analyze them all. Clones and the original ELM327. And went
on a mission to create a universal OBD2 Bluetooth scanner that includes the benefits and strengths of all of them - combined together. No fighting, no cuts, no backup. So the result... Total Total The diagnosis of elm327's Bluetooth scanner works on 99.9% of today's cars — yes, even yours. To get started, simply insert an OBDII Bluetooth adapter into the
vehicle port obd (usually under the steering wheel). Then pair it with the laptop / android phone or tablet. Finally, run your Windows OBD software - or any typical Android OBD2 App found in the Google Play Store. (Yes, we test them!) Now you can confidently diagnose vehicle problems, reset defects, use performance statistics — and basically see
everything you've ever wanted to know about the interior of your vehicle(s). What's more , our scanner will give you dealer-level diagnostic power on your car - allowing you to perform diagnostics, health checkups and analysis of system errors besides common OBDII systems on engine-only and transmission. (Yes, it supports the manufacturer's systems
while your OBD software or Android app supports them too. In addition, our ELM327 Bluetooth scanner can read multiple vehicle data/parameters that handheld scanning tools cannot. Combined with powerful OBD2 software – you will be able to read up to 15,000 possible data parameters from the vehicle(s). Stop! Before going ahead, please first check that
your car is COMBINED with OBD2. Because this BLUETOOTH interface ELM327 only works on OBD2 compatible cars. Click here to check the compatibility of the vehicle now. (Your car MUST be OBD2 for this to work.) Faster with more stable connections, then competitor/clone ELM327 OBD27 Bluetooth readers: Experience faster screen updates and
more graphics points. Ultra-small scanning tool: Less than 2 inches (5 cm) long, the scanner will not interfere with the driver's foot room. Hack-Proof: The most advanced security system virtually eliminates the risk of unauthorized access. Works with 128-bit military-grade data encryption, Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) protection. Read / Clear Milady (Check
Engine Light): Check diagnostic codes yourself and make informed and money-saving repair solutions. Works on Windows laptops/tablets, Macs and Android phones/tablets: Turn your laptop, phone or tablet into an advanced diagnostic and performance analyzer tool. Compatible with absolutely any Android OBD app. (Not compatible with Apple devices.
Works on a wider range of vehicles: Our advanced scanner algorithm allows you to connect to more obdii-compatible production &amp;&amp;quot; than most market scanning tools. The processor is based on Elm Electronics™ ELM327 2.1 code. No modified clone-based code is used as usual. Can display sensor data such as: Engine REVS engine fuel
value Temperature Fuel Status Vehicle Speed Short time fuel Trim Long-term fuel Trimming suction suction pressure time pre-air temperature flow rate Absolute throttle oxygen sensor voltage/related short-term fuel trim fuel fuel pressure... over 4000 - 15 000 additional values. Too much to list here. Supports Supports Protocols: J1850 PWM (Ford vehicles)
» J1850 VPW (GM vehicles) » ISO9141-2 (Asian, European, Chrysler vehicles) » ISO14230-4 (Keyword Protocol 2000) » ISO15765-4 (CAN) Bluetooth Range: 5-15 meters. Class 2 Bluetooth transmission with adaptive power control. Veha speed: 9600 or 38400 indicator LEDs: power, OBD, PC (also applies to phone / tablet) Operating voltage: 12/24V from
the battery of cars - with internal protection from short circuit / overloaded Rated current idling: 45mA Color: Black Element Size: 7 x 4.5 x 2. 5 cm Item weight: 41 grams Operating temperature: -4º to 131º F (-20º to 55º C) Operating humidity: 10 to 85% (non-condensing) Warranty: 1 year. * If Bluetooth stops working or brakes at any time within 1 year of
using it, just let us know here - send it back and we'll send you a new one. The warranty does not apply if the interface failure is the fault of the customer's actions. 1x High quality Bluetooth scanner for ELM327 from comprehensive car diagnostics. (The software is not turned on. We are 100% confident that our ELM327 Bluetooth adapter will work on your
car. And that this is all you will need to perform an advanced, comprehensive and thorough analysis of the condition of the vehicle and various defective obstacles. But if for some reason this tool for Bluetooth reader ELM327 does not work or you are not satisfied with it for any reason, we offer you our non-brain ... 100% Better-Then-Risk-Free 1-Year Money
Back Guarantee If you are not fully convinced that our OBD2 Bluetooth scantool can help you comprehensively and thoroughly diagnose/read/clear car data or errors... ... or if you decide that ELM 327 Bluetooth can't help you save time and money by avoiding expensive car mechanics fees... ... just let us know 365 days after the initial test drive of the
ELM327 Bluetooth scanning tool. We'il refund every dollar you paid. No connections. *Refund conditions: (1) The product returns in flawless condition. (2) Before returning the product, you must first request our support for assistance. (3) The product should be returned to Australia. (4) If you refund the amount because your vehicle is not compatible with
OBD2 (which means that you did not check the connection first - therefore you are guilty), then you will minus $7 shipping costs from your refund. A summary of what you will receive when you place your order today... When you place your order now - you'll get a 1x ELM 327 OBD2 Bluetooth scanning tool sent to your door, anywhere in the world. Shipping: If
you live here: Your product will arrive in: Australia (+ Tracking) 5 business days USA (Tracking USPS) 5 business days Anywhere else (+ Tracking) 15-19 business days Retail Price: $85.00 Online Total: $47 Reason for lower online price is because we don't have availability and employee processing fees as we do in our store. That's why these savings are
passed on to you. Is that fair enough? I urge you to act immediately and take this universal scanner. Scanner. by thousands of professional mechanics. Trust me, you won't want to miss this one. Get your scanner now by clicking here for our safe and secure order form. Alex Eisenberg is a former leading software developer at Toyota Motor Europe in
Brussels, Belgium. BMW 3 automotive engineer at headquarters in Munich, Germany. Then-s. Is your vehicle supported with this ELM327 Bluetooth scanner? Click here to find out. - No, no Our BLUETOOTH interface ELM327 goes head-to-head with the tools for fake market scanning - especially those on eBay. Because there are many tools for scanning
fakes, which are sold at very cheap prices, but do not always work as announced. For example, they have a painfully slow data refresh rate. They randomly disconnect. And do not work with all vehicle protocols. So you're leaking a lot of valuable data from the car. All these issues are addressed in this new 2017 ELM327 Bluetooth reader. It is fast, reliable
and reliable by thousands of professional automotive technicians. It is also supported by our exclusive 1-year warranty. Click here to get this Premium BDS II Bluetooth scanner sent today - It's faster and more reliable then general clones ... Clones...
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